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Abstract: This project aims to gift an application that’s ready of communication the standard mouse with the external 

body part as brand new thanks to act with the pc. Countenance (nose tip and eyes) are detected and half tracked in time 

period to use their actions as mouse events. In our work we tend to compensate people that have hands disabilities that 

stop them from victimization the mouse by planning an application that uses countenance (nose tip and eyes) to act with 

the pc. It will be applied to a large vary of face scales our basic strategy for detection is quick extraction of face candidate 

with a Six-Segmented Rectangular (SSR) filter and face verification by a support vector machine (SVM). A motion cue is 

employed in a very easy thanks to avoid learning false candidates within the background. In face trailing the patter ns of 

between-the eyes(BTE) are half-tracked with change example matching. 

 

Keywords: face detection, BTE, SSR, SVM.   

1. Introduction 

In past few years technology has progressed a lot. With the 

provision of high speed processors and cheap web cams, a lot 

of and a lot of folks became curious about periods application 

that involves image process. One in every of the promising 

fields in computing is Human laptop Interface that aims to use  

human options(e.g. face, hands) to move with the pc. A 

techinique to attain that to capture the require feature with a 

digital camera and monitor its action so as to translate it to 

some events that communicate with the pc.In our work we have 

a tendency to help those that have hands disabilities that 

forestall them from mistreatment of the mouse by coming up 

with an application that uses countenane (nose tip and eyes) to 

move with the pc. The nose tip was chosen because it is found 

within the middle of the face it’s more comfortable to use it 

because the features  that  moves  the mouse  pointer  should be 

fixed and defines its coordinates. Eyes were to stimulate mouse 

clicks, that the user will fireplace their events as he blinks. 

Whereas totally different devices were utilize in HCI (e.g. 

infrared cameras, sensors, microphones) we have a tendency to 

use an off the rack digital camera that affords a moderate 

resolution and frame rate because the capturing device so as to 

create the power of mistreatment the program cheap for all 

people. The paper gifts an algorithmic rule that distinguishes 

true eye blinks from involuntary ones, detects and tracks the 

required countenance exactly, and quick enough to be applied 

in periods. We have aimed to style  an application that uses 

countenance nose tip and eye to move with the pc. During this 

application, countenance (nose tip and eye) areas unit detected 

and tracked in periods  to use their actions as mouse events. 

The coordinates and movement of the nose area are unit 

translated to become the coordinates and movement of the 

mouse pointer on the user’s screen. The left/right blinks 

fireplace let/right depression events. The sole external device 

that the user desires could be a digital camera that feeds the 

program with the video stream. In our work we have 

disabilities that forestall them from mistreatment the mouse 

2. Connected Work  

Most previous approaches to facial features following utilize 

skin tone primarily based segmentation from single camera 
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solely (Yang & Waibel, 1996; Wu dialect et al, 1999; Hsu et 

al, 2002; Terrilon & Akamatsu, 1999; Chai & Ngan 1999). 

However colour information is extremely sensitive to lighting 

condition, and it’s terribly troublesome to adapt the skin tone 

model to a dynamically  dynamic surrounding in period Kawate 

and Tetsutani (2004) planned a mono camera primarily based 

eye following  technique supported six segmented filter (SSR) 

that operates on integral pictures (Viola & Jones,2001). Every 

HCI methodology that we have a tendency to scan about had 

some drawbacks, some strategies used pricey equipments, some 

weren’t strong and precise enough to interchange the mouse.  

WE tried to exploit the expertise that alternative researches 

gained within the HCI field and intercalary our own ideas to 

supply associate that’s quick robust and useable. 

 

3. Techniques: 

3.1 Features primarily based face localization techniques: 

In distinction to the knowledge-based ways, analysis has been 

done to seek out invariant options of faces for detection. 

The idea came from that human may simply discover faces and 

objects though the illumination condition and poses changed. 

Therefore there should exist properties or option that remain 

unchanged over totally different things or could change in an 

exceedingly foreseeable manner. Features invariant approaches 

search for face structural options that are invariant to changes 

in cause, viewpoint, illumination, and expression. An example 

of the most part spotted feature is that the complexion, several 

works recommend modeling the skin color distribution with a 

Gaussian mixture model. Other facial features like forehead, 

eyebrows, eyes, nose, cheeks and mouth additionally extracted 

as invariant options using edge detector. The face images is 

typically divided into little region that contain the extracted 

invariant features and a applied math model is made. As a 

result, the features of every region, along with relationship 

between these regions suggests totally different facial 

expressions illumination conditions, view points,etc. The 

disadvantages of this kind of techniques is that images options 

may be severely destroyed as a result of unhealthy illumination 

conditions, noise, and different occlusion and therefore the 

boundaries between features may be too weak to discover 

whereas the shadow could manufacture sturdy pretend edges. 

Image invariants may be designed to suit the requirements of 

specific systems. Some need only that or not it’s  non-

discrimination to Associate in Nursing object’s pose or 

orientation. Others could also be solely curious about it. Being 

insensitive to the amendment of illumination. More complex 

systems but demand that or not it’s insensitive to a combination 

of many environment changes. Clearly the latter case is tougher 

to attain. 

 

 

3.2 SSR Filter 

For face candidate extraction, a parallelogram  is scanned on 

the input images. The parallelogram is segmental into six 

elements as in Fig.1. We tend to denote  a median pixel price 

inside a segment Si as Si. Then, once one eye and eye brow 

square measure within S3, we are able to expect. 

 

 

At some extent wherever (4) and (5)  equations are followed 

that will be the face co-ordinates. The planned SSR filter, that 

is that the parallelogram divided into half dozen segments as 

shown in Fig.1, operates by victimization the conception of 

bright-dark relation around between the eyes(BTE) space. We 

select between the eyes as face representative as a result of it’s 

common to the general public and simple to seek out for wide 

selection of face orientation. 

 
Fig.1 

3.3 Face ROI localization: 

In general, face chase approaches are either images based or 

direct features search primarily {based} strategies. Images 

based (top-down) approaches utilize applied math models of 

skin color to search out the face region 1
st
, consequently pre-

stored face templates or features search algorithm as used to 

match the candidate face region as in Chiang er al (2003). 

Features primarily based approaches use specialized filters 

directly like templates or Dennis Gabor filter of different 

frequencies and orientations to find the facial features. Our 

work falls into the latter class. That is first we discover the 

attention candidate location using the integral images 

techniques and therefore the six divided rectangular filter 

(SSR) methodology with SVM. Then, the similarities of all eye  

candidates as verified victimization the stereo system. The 

protrusive curvature form of the nose and first and second 

derivations round of the nose and first and second derivatives 

round the nose tip as utilized for the verification. The nose tip 

is then used as a reference for the choice of the mouth ROI. At 

the current implementation, the system tracks the person closest 

to the camera solely, however it is simply extended to a 

multiple face chase rule. 

   

Kn 
m.,m 

  

   

3.4 Eye Chase 

The pattern of the between the eyes are detected and tracked 

with updated pattern matching to address scales of faces, varied 

scale down pictures as thought of  for the detection, associate 

degreed an  acceptable scale is chosen according to the space 

between the eyes (Kawato and Tetsutani 2004). The formula 

calculates the intermediate illustration of the input images 

referred to as “Integral images”, represented in Viola & 

Jones(2001). Then, a SSR filters is employed for quick filtering 

of the attention region within the ensuring face candidate round 

the eyes are more verified by perpendicular relationship of nose 

curvature from further as the physical distance between the 

eyes, and eye level and nose tip. 
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4. Algorithm: 

The projected formula performed in 3 stages.  In preprocessing 

stage pictures with 640 x 480 resolution area acquired. Then, 

every image is regenerate in gray scale and flipped 

horizontally. If the trailing formula was initializes previously 

the  trailing task is launched, otherwise initializing task starts. 

The ROI coordinates segmentation threshold and mapping 

coefficients area unit established within the Intializing stage. 

The ROI coordinates specifying wherever the attention ball is 

found on the image area unit determined mistreatment the Haar 

cascade filter from open CV library for many frames. The 

operate returns the coordinate of the higher corner of a 

parallelogram that sq. the eye and also the length and high of 

the parallelogram. The obtained values area unit averaged so as 

to get the ultimate parallelogram coordinate. Once ROI 

determination,  a mask image with the  same dimensions is 

generated. It starts by line the starburst formula so find the 

conic section that matches the pupil contour . Then the binary 

segmentation threshold is incremented from default price until 

white pixels outside the conic section area unit obtained in 

segmented image. The Initializing stage ends by line calibration 

method to see new mapping coefficients or by loading the 

recent ones in line with Park hurt, the calibration techniques 

that has the bottom error degree relies on biquadratic operate. 

This nonlinear mapping operation needs 9 standardization 

points for deciding coefficients values. The points with noted 

coordinates area unit displayed on the monitor in a very three 

x3 grid and divide the screen in four quadrants. The  mapping 

function area unit wide represented in. Tracking task detects 

the pupils coordinates by hard the centre of mass for segmental 

image. Then, the mapping equations area unit applied so as to 

assess the performance of ET AST technique the rows gaze 

knowledge provided by the ETM were recorded. Some widely 

accepted metrics area unit shortly bestowed in and refer to 

fixation, saccadic eye movements, sleek pursuits, scan path etc. 

The analysis of experimental knowledge reveals that ETAST 

algorithm isn’t sensitive to the noise generated by involuntary 

blinking or inherent pupil movement and provides smart results 

for scan path metric and also the new indicator coordinates area 

unit obtained reminiscent of patients gaze purpose on video 

glasses screen. 

 

Implementation: 

5.1 Java Media Framework 

 

5.1.1 Introduction 

 The Java media Framework (JMF) may be a recent API for 

Java managing time period transmission presentation and effect 

process. JMF handles time based media, media which changes 

with regard to time samples of this square measure video from 

a tv supply, audio from a raw-audio format file and animation. 

The beta JMF a pair of 0 specifications are used for this report, 

as they presently reflect the options which will seem within the 

final version. 

5.1.2 Stages 

The JMF design is organized into # stages. During the input 

stages, knowledge is scan from a supply and passed in buffers 

to the process stage. The input stage could contain reading 

knowledge from a nearest capture device( such as a digital 

camera or TV capture ,capture card), a file on disk or stream 

from the network. The process stages consist of variety of 

codes and effects design to change the information streams to 1 

appropriate for output. These codes could perform functions 

like pressing or press the audio to a distinct format, adding a 

watermark of some kind, improvement up noise or applying 

impact to the stream (such as echo to the audio). 

Once the process stage has applied its transformation to the 

streams, it passes the data to the output stage. The output stage 

could take the stream and pass it to a file on disk, output it to 

the native video. 

 

 
 

5.1.3 Part design 

JMF is constructed around part design. The parts square 

measure organized into variety of main categories: 

1. Mediahandler 

2. Knowledge sources 

3. Codes/Effects 

4. Renderers 

5. Mux/Demuxes 

 

5.1.3.1 Media Handlers 

Media Handlers square measure registered for every form 

of file that JMF should be ready to handle. To supports 

new file formats, a brand new Media Handler is created. 

 

5.1.3.2 Knowledge Sources 
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A Data Source handler manages supply streams from 

numerous inputs. These are for network protocol, like 

HTTP or FTP, or for easy input from disk. 

 

5.1.3.3 Codes/Effects 

Codes associate degreed Effects square measure parts that 

take an input stream, apply a metamorphosis thereto and 

output it. Codes could have totally different input and 

output formats whereas effects square measure straight 

forward transformations of one input format to associate 

degree output stream of a similar format. 

 

5.1.3.4 Renderers 

A renders is analogous to a codec, however the ultimate 

output is somewhere aside from another stream. A video 

render outputs the ultimate knowledge to the screen, 

However another quit render might output to totally 

different hardware, like a TV out card. 

 

5.1.3.5 Mux/Demuxes 

Multiplexers and Demultiplexers square ,easure 

accustomed mix multiple streams into one streams or vice-

versa, severally they’re helpful for making and reading a 

package of audio and video for saving to disk as one file, 

or transmission over a network. 

 

5.1.4 Presenting knowledge 

The Java Media Framework provides variety of pre-built 

categories that handle the reading, process and show of 

knowledge. Exploitation the player, media will simply be 

incorporated into any graphical application (AWT or 

SWING). The processor permits you to manage the secrets 

 

Writing  orcrytography  method at a finer level than the 

player, like adding a custom codec or result. 
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